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novista riser door system

Fire Performance
The Novista Riser doorsets have been successfully 

tested to FD30 and FD60 by Chiltern International. 

The certification for the doorsets covers single and 

double configuration using both a standard hinge and 

a concealed 3D adjustable type.

The maximum size of door covered by the FD30 

assessments is 2500mm high and 1000mm wide for a 

single doorset and 2500mm high and 2000mm wide 

for a double

The maximum size of door covered by the FD60 

assessments is 2200mm high and 930mm wide for a 

single doorset and 2200mm high and 1860mm wide 

for a double

Acoustic Performance 
The non-fire rated, FD30 and FD60 doorsets have acheived an acustic 

rating of 32dB.

Seals
Fire - The door leafs for the FD30 and FD60 doorsets are supplied with pre-

installed intumescent strips on all three sides for the three sided system and 

on all four sides for the four sided one.

Acoustic - The Novista Riser doorset system has smoke / acoustic seal 

that runs continuously around the frame and the door leaf closes on to this 

which creates an excellent seal. 

Double doorsets also have a fin seal at the centre which is incorporated into 

the fire seal.

The acoustic rated doorsets with a three sided frame also have an automatic 

drop seal fitted into the bottom of the door leaf.

FD30
APPROVED
30 MINUTES
FIRE RATING

FD60
APPROVED
60 MINUTES
FIRE RATING

APPROVED
A C O U S T I C
REDUCTION

The name NOVISTA comes from  
„No View“, an expression that aptly  
describes the salient feature of this  
product. The frame is inserted directly 
into the wall, thus being invisible.  
The steel Novista frame lends itself  
to a wide range of applications and  
is certified for fire doors.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
> Material: galvanized steel
> Suitable for single leaf doors and double doors
> Available in three- and four-sided versions
> Invisible hinges
> Quick and easy installation

IMPLEMENTATION
> Weldable or interlocking system
> Quick assembly
> Available in standard and custom sizes

INSTALLATION
> No specialized knowledge required
> Does not require pilot holes to be cut
> Quick and easy installation

SAFETY
> Certified as fire retardant:  BS EN 1634-1: 2014 

BS EN 1363-1: 2012

3-sided4-sided
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